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Born in 1970 in Croatia, married since 1995, mother of 2 teenage girls (17
and 15,5 years old)
Lives and works in the City of Split, situated in the Mediterranean Basin
on the eastern shores of the Adriatic Sea, archaeological research
relating to the original founding of the city as the Greek colony of
Aspálathos (Aσπάλαθος) in the 6th century BC, with its historical complex
and the Palace of Diocletian constructed in 305, becoming the UNESCO
World Heritage Site in 1979
Medical doctor, University of Zagreb, Split City School of Medicine, 1998
The London International College of Homeopathy Diploma, 2000
Continuous homeopathic education at various homeopathic seminars,
courses and congresses worldwide, since 2000
Medical homeopathic practice, since 2001
Croatian Homeopathic Medical Society, founding member 2008,
President 2008-2012
National LMHI Contact for Croatia 2007-2012
Individual LMHI Member, since 2009
LMHI, ECH and Croatian Homeopathic Medical Society joint celebration
of the International Homeopathy Day 2011 in the City of Zagreb, coorganizer and introductory speaker

My mission in LMHI
First and foremost, I would like to thank to all LMHI IC delegates in Quito 2013
Annual Meeting, voting for me, thus electing me to this responsible function and duty.
It is said: “From those who had received too much, it is expected too much.” I have
being receiving many precious gifts through the unique science and art of
homeopathy during the last 16 years, now it is my turn to share back to homeopathic
global community little bit of its treasure, first and upmost, the gift of love and
thankfulness for our beloved homeopathic medicine, medicine which firmly stands on
the unshakable foundation of the principles founded by Dr. Hahnemann. Let my heart
always be inspired with the feeling of humility in front of the huge collective work
already done by generations of dedicated homeopathic doctors and officers, brave
knights and knightesses and humble workers from past and present time, who served
for LMHI and other esteemed homeopathic medical societies and institutions
worldwide, committed to preservation and fostering of the homeopathy worldwide. I
believe for continuation, with the similar dedication and determination, to put into
practice all my professional, organisational and communicational skills needed for
successful fulfilment of the role of LMHI Prime General Secretary during the 20132016 mandate, thus being responsible for the:
•

Administration of the association and for the preparation and the execution of
the Meetings

•

Making draft the Minutes of the Meetings and forwarding copies of the Minutes
to all National Vice-Presidents

•

Entertaining relations with the national institutional members

Yours sincerely,
Jelka Milić

